
unacceptable to us. Finding a code to reject this art allows us to
invent  our  own.

Modernism has also provided us with another archetype: the
artist who. unaware of his minority, sees the social structure as
alterable through art. A believer, he is concerned not so much with
the individual as with the race; is, in fact, a kind of discreetly
authoritarian socialist. The rational, reformist urge refers to the
age ofreason and is nourished on the utopian habit. I t  also has a
strong mystical/ideal component that places heavy responsibilities
on the function of art. This tends to reify art and turn it into a
device exactly measuring its dissociation from social relevance. So
both archetypes alienate art from the social structure with oppo-
site intentions. Both are old Hegelian doubles partners, and they
are rarely pure. You can pick you own pairings: Picasso and Tatlin;
Soutine and Mondrian; Ernst and Albers; Beckmann and Moholy-
Nagy.

But the history of utopianism in modernism is rather splendid.
The magnitude of the individual 's presumption is clear to us, but i t
is also clear to him. So while al igning himself with mystical ener-
gies, he also courts the rationalit ies of design - an echo of the
Design of the Creator that the art ist-creator intends to correct. At
the end of an era it  is easy to be funny about such ambit ions. We
tend to patronize high ideals after their failure. But the idealist/uto-
pians are dismissed too easily by our New York habit of mind - in
which the myth of the individual as a republic of sensibi l i ty is
f irmiy set. European utopians-who can forget Kiesler moving l ike
a Brownian particle through the New York mil ieu? - don't do well
here. Coming from a different structure, their ideas don't play in a
society that reshuff les its classes every second generation. But a
kind of European mind could think about social problems and
art's transforming powers very well. Now we ask some of the same
questions about the missing audience and where it  has gone. Most
of the people who look at art now are not looking at art; they are
looking at the idea of " art" they carry in their minds. A good piece
could be rvritten on the art audience and the educational fallacy.
We seem to have ended up with the wrong audience.
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What makes artists interesting is the contradictions they choose
to edit their attention-the scissors they invent to cut out their
self-image.The utopian artist/planner finds that his individuality,
which must conform to the social structure he envisions. breaks
the rule of such conformity by its individualism. As Albert Boime
wrote (Arts, Summer '70): " .. . Mondrian opposes subjectivity on
the grounds that individualism leads to disharmony and conflict,
and interferes with the creation of a 'harmonious material envi-
ronment' (i.e., a universally objective and collective outlook). At
the same time, he is preoccupied with artistic originality because
in his view only the uniquely gifted individual could discover the
universal order. He therefore urged all artisls to detach themselves
'from the majority of the people.' " For such artists, intuition must
be thoroughly rationalized. Disorder, covertly suppressed in Mon-
drian's clear surfaces and edges, is manifest in the whole arbitrary
nature of his choices. As Boime says, "Mondrian achieved equilib-
rium only after innumerable complex steps, and the multiplication
of decisions betrays his personality." So what can one say when
one enters Mondrian's room (which he himself never entered,
since his 1926 sketch for a Salon de Madame B. d Dresden was not
made up until 1970 [for an exhibition at Pace Gallery] )?

We are in a proposition that conjugates basic needs-bed, desk,
shelf - with principles of harmony derived from the natural order.
"Precisely on account of its profound love for things," wrote
Mondrian, "non-figurative art does not aim at rendering them in
their particular appearance." But Mondrian's room is as clearly
based on nature as if it were lined with trees.The panels are so
adjusted that they advance and recede.within a narrow compass.
The room breathes, as it were, through the walls.This is enhanced
by its perspective, producing the obliques Mondrian formally pro-
scribed.The room is not so much anthropomorphic as psyche-mor-
phic.Its powerful ideas coincide with mental contours perfectly
sensed by Mondrian: "In removing completely from the work all
objects, the world is not separated from the spirit, but is on the
contrary put into a balanced opposition with the spirit, since the
one and the other are purified.This creates a perfect unity between
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Piet Mondrian, Sa lon de Madame B. d Dresden,
ins ta l la t ion  v iew (a f te r  rhe  a r t i s r ' s  d rawing  o f  1926) ,  197O,
cour tesyThe Pace  Ga l le ry ,  Nerv  York  (pho to :  Ferd inand Boesch)
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the two opposites." Since the walls. despite Mondrian,s objections
to Cubism's realism, represent a sublimated nature, the occupant
is similarly encouraged to transcend his own brute nature. In this
space, the grossness of the body seems inappropriate; from this
room burps and farts are exiled. Through systems of abutment and
s,lide, rectangle and square define a space that places one inside a
Cubist picture; the occupant is synthesized into a coefficient of
order whose motion is in consonance with the rhythms enclosing
him or her. The floor - which contains an uncharacteristic oval ( a
rug?) - and ceil ing add their vertical pressures. It 's a marvelous
place to v is i t .

The vision is not hermetic.Windows aliow for discourse with
the outside.Random process-what you see through the window_
is precisely framed.Is this formally acknowledged in the small bite
the lower left corner of the window takes orrt of u black scuare
(much asTexas bites off a piece of Arkansas)? For all its sober
idealist program, the room reminds me that Mondrian liked to
dance (though his dancing, which was terrible, was based more
on extracting pleasure from the programmed movements while
happily coupled than on wild abandon). Mondrian,s room.Dro_
posed an alternative to the white cube that modernism ienored:"By the unification of architecture, sculpture and painti ig, a new
plastic reality wil i be created. painting and scurpture will not man-
ifest themselves as separate objects, ,o. u, ,-,r.ul art, which
destroys architecture itself, nor as ,applied.art, but being purely
constructive will aid the creation of a surrounding not merely
util i tarian or rational but also pure and complete in its beauiy.,,

Duchamp's aitered rooms - ironic, funny, fall ible _ sti l l  accepted
the gallery as a legitimate place for discourse. Mondrian s ,poil.r,
room-a shrine to spirit and Madame Blavatsky_attempted to
introduce a new order that would make the gallery dispensable.
The two counterposed categories suggesring; comic slapstick not
unknown to modernism: the scruffy and the clean, the bacterial
and the hygienic, the sloppy and the precise. part ofthe grand
irony presiding over such dialectical separations is their frequent
mimicking of each other in disguises too elaborate to remove here.
8 5



Mondrian and Malevich shared a mystical faith in art's trans-
forming social power. Both men's ventures outside the picture
plane were tentative; both were politically innocent. Tatlin, in
contrast, was all social involvement, full of great schemes and
energy.

One figure took Tatlin's radical social program and Malevich's
formal idealism and negotiated between them to produce exhibi-
tions that could - and did - alter-the public mind. Lissitzky did so
through an inspiration that doesn't seem to occur to idealists and
radical social planners. He acknowledged the bystander, who
became the involved spectator. Lissitzky, our Russian connection,
was probably the first exhibition designer/preparhtor. In the pro-
cess of inventing the modern exhibition, he also reconstructed the
gallery space - the first serious attempt to affect the context in
which modern art and the sDectator meet.



Afterword
Writing about your past writing is the closest you ger to coming
back from the dead.You assume a false superiority over your previ_
ous self. who did all the work. So, looking back at these articies,
revived between their own pasteboards, what do I have to add? A
great deal.

In the past ten years so much.has been buried as if it never hap_
pened.Msual art does not progress by having a good memory. And
New York is the locus of some radical forgetting. you can reinvent
the past, suitably disguised, if no one remembers it. Thus is origi_
nality, that parenred fetish of the self, defined.

What has been buried? One of the art communitv,s conceivablv
noble efforts: the concerted move of a generation to question,
through a matrix of styles, ideas. and quasi-movements, the con_
text of its activity. Art used to be made for illusion; now it is made
from i l lusions.In the sixt ies and seventies the attempt to dispense
with illusions was dangerous and could not be tolerated for long.
So the art industry has since devalued the efforr. Illusions are back,
contradictions tolerated, the art world,s in its place and all,s well
with that world.

When the economics of a field are disturbed or subverted the
value system becomes confused. The economic model in place for
a hundred years in Europe and the Americas is prod.uct,filtered
through galleries, offered to collectors and public insti tut ions,
written about in magazines part ial ly supported by the galleries,
and drifting towards the academic apparatus that stabilizes"history" - cert i fying, much as banks do, the holding of i ts major
repository, the museum. History in art is, ultimateiy, worth money.
Thus do we get not the art we deserve but the art we pay for.This
comfortable system went virtually unquestioned by the key figure
it is based upon: the art ist.

The avant-garde artist's relation to his or her social context is
made up of contradictions because visual art has a t in can t ied to
its tail.It makes things. And to switch Emerson around, man is in
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the saddle and rides these things to the bank.The vicissitudes of
this product, as it tacks from studio to museum, provoke occa-
sional comment, usually of a vaguely Marxist kind.The idealism
implicit in Marxism has little attraction for devoted empiricists,
among whom I include myself. Every system construes human
nature according to its desired ends, but ignoring the grubbier
aspects of our nature, or disguising them, is every ideology,s basic
attraction. It sells us on the idea that we are better than we are.The
varieties ofcapitalism at least recognize our basic selflshness: this
is their strength.The comedies of ideology and the object (whether
it be artwork, television set, washing machine) a1s;played out on a
field rampant with the usual false hopes,lies, and megalomania.

Art is of course implicated in all this, usually as an innocent
bystander. No one is more innocent than the professional intellec-
tual, who has never had to decide between two evils, and to whom
compromise is synonymous with having his or her epaulettes torn
off. It was the avant-garde that developed the self-protective idea
that its product had a mystical and redeeming esthetic, social and
moral value.This idea arose from the fusion of idealist philoso-
phy's remnants with idealistic social programs at the beginning of
modernism. John Stuart Mill's On Liberty must be the ideal text to
justify any avant-garde, whether of right or left. whether Futurist
or Surrealist. But locating moral energy in a saleable object is like
selling indulgences, and we know what reforms that provoked.

Whatever its heroic virtues, the avant-garde notion has, we now
see, l iabil it ies.Its peculiar relation to the bourgeoisie (flrst cited by
Baudelaire in his preface to the Salon of 1846) is interdependent
and ultimately parodic. The cult of originality, the determinarion
of value, the economics of'scarcity, of supply and demand, apply
themselves with a particular poignancy to the visual arts.It is the
only art in which the artist's death causes a profound economic
shudder.The avant-garde artist's marginal social position and the
slow move of his or her work, Iike some unmanned craft, to the
centers of wealth and power perfectly suited the prevailing eco-
nomic system. With any valuable product, the first task is to effect
its separation from its maker. Modernism's social program, if one
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can call it that, ignored its immediate contexr to call for large
reforms on the basis that it spoke wirh a privileged voice. linis is
the "fame" fallacy: ask Babe Ruth for solutions to the Grear
Depression. )

We now know that the maker has limited control over the con-
tent of his or her art. It is i ls reception that ultimately derermines irs
content. and that content, as we see from revisionist scholarship. is
frighteningly retroactive. The retroactive provision ofconrenr to
art is now a cottage industry. And it is cumulative. Even,one musr
shoehorn-in his or her l itt le bit of conrenr. Nor has rhe original
content, if we look at the history of modernism. an1, massir.e
ideological effect. Modernism transformed perception. but rhe poli-
t ics of perception remain unwritten.In the sixties and sevenriis,
during the art community's dissent on Viernam and Cambodia. a
new insight took hold: the system through which the work of art-
ists was passed had to be examined.This is a key marker, ro my
mind, of what is clumsily called postmodernism (is death post-
l ife?) in visual art.

This was radical. Sometimes it's safer to sound off about large
political matters than to clean up your own kitchen. political cour-
age is measured by the degree to which your position can. if pru-
dently pursued, hurt you.It 's less comfortable to begin the polit ical
process at home. Postwar American artists, with some exceptions
(e.9. Stuart Davis and David Smith) had a poor understanding of
the poiitics of art's reception. But several artists of the sixties and
seventies, particularly those of the Minimal/Conceptuai genera-
tion, understood very well.Their concern involved a curious trans-
position. Art's seif-referential examination became, almost over-
night, an examination of its social and economic context.

Several matters provoked this. Many artists were irritated by the
audience available for art; it seemed numb to everything but, ar
best, connoisseurship. And the expensive compound (gallery, col-
lector, auction house, museum) into which art inevitably was
delivered muffled its voice. Art's internal development began to
press against several conventional boundaries, inviting contextual
readings. All was occurring in a restless social context in which
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protest and radical formulations were an everyday presence. A
potentially revolutionary situation existed.That quasi-revolution
failed, as it had to. But some of its insights and lessons remain,
though. as I said before, there is a vested interest in suppressing
them.

It is an unanswered question - and will probably remain so -

whether the art's responses to this situation were teleological or
political. If the art work is the key unit of discourse, both esthetic
and economic, therefore, the thinking then went, remove it.The
system closes in a spasm around a vacuum. There is nothing or
very little to buy, and "to buy" is. of course, the sacramental infini-
tive. Make the art difficult; that will hinder its assimilation. If art
lives by criticism. make art more like criticism, turn it into words
that make criticism itself an absurdity. And then have people pay
for that. Examine the collector, including the provenance of his or
her bank accounu study what Nancy Hanks used to call the
museum's greatest enemy: the trustee. Study the corporate drift of
the museum and how the museum director. the most consistently
persecuted member of the bourgeoisie, becomes a gypsy with a tie
and a suit.

Study art's monetary fate, the protectionism that surrounds
great investment. See the auction house at work, where the living
artist may witness his or her authentication, but not partake in it.
See the contradictions inherent in the place where art is shown
and sold. And note the self-selection implicit in this system
whereby the art of the museums is very different from what
Cdzanne talked about when he wanted to do over Impressionism.
Just as formalism led to art made up by prescription (and just as
the New Criticism used to generate i1s own poetic specimens), so
museums have drawn forth a kind of museum art, to that degree .
an official art. appropriate for mass viewing.I would hesitate to
counterpose a sinking landscape of good art that evades this proc-
ess. But the thought that there is more here than our arrogance
allows us to perceive remains troubling.And how do we explain
the passion for the temporary that attempted to forestall the
future? Above all, we were reminded, we must be aware of the
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arbitrary and manipulative ways of assigning value.
What was the nature of this curious outburst of insight? Apart

from the usual mild socialism, was it a desire to control the content
of art by its producers? or an attempt to separate art from its con-
sumers? Part of this, intentional or not, was the break-up in the
seventies of the mainstream into multiple styles, movements,
activities. This pluralism was intolerable to esthetic purists, whose
passion for a mainstream. however, assists marketing _ not the first
time that esthetic idealism and commerce superimpose perfectly.

The system also maintains its certainty of new produci by a
peculiar imperative I call "slotting,,.unique to the visual aris. Most
artists become time-bound to the nioment of their greatest con_
tribution, and are not allowed out of it.The present rushes by, leav-
ing them curating their investment-sad imperialists of the esthetic
self. Nor is any change tolerated; change is considered a moral
failure unless its morality can be convincingly demonstrated.
Removed from contemporary discourse, such artists wait for ran-
dom breezes from the present. Originality is reified; so is its
creator. The art scene in any great center is always a necropolis of
styles and artists, a columbarium visited and studied by critics,
historians, and collectors.

What a grand irony thar all this insight led. in the eighties, to a
reconfirmation of all that had been laid bare and rejected. product
and consumption returned with a plethora of content for those
starved of it.The new work's defense against smooth consumption
is in its various masks, in which complex internal ironies are
decipherable. Subject matter exploits itself, and some of the para-
doxes ofpop return, often serviced by a criticism that brilliantlv
questions the basis for value judgements. The gallery space has
again become the unchallenged arena of discourse. But that is the
subject of this book. Suffice it to say here that the elusive and
dangerous art of rhe period berween 1964 and l9Z 6 is sinking,
with its lessons, out of sight as, given the conditions of our.ultrr..,
it must.

Brian O'Doherty
New york City 1986
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